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Introduction
Understanding of the fundamental structure of matter requires an understanding of how quarks and gluons are assembled to form the hadrons.
The asymptotic freedom of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) makes it possible to use perturbation theory to treat interactions of quarks and gluons at short distances. In high-energy scattering, short-distance and long-distance physics may be separated to leading power in momentum transfer-an approach known as "factorization". For example, the cross sections for hard electronproton or proton-proton collisions that transfer large momentum can be expressed as a product of a short-distance partonic (quark or gluon) cross section, calculable in perturbative QCD, and parton distribution functions that encode the long-distance information on the structure of the proton.
Traditionally, the spatial view of nucleon structure provided by lattice QCD and the momentumbased view provided by the parton picture stood in stark contrast. Recent theoretical developments have clarified the connection between these two views, that of momentum and that of spatial coordinates, such that ultimately it should be possible to provide a complete "space-momentum" map of the proton's internal landscape. These maps, referred to as Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs), describe how the spatial shape of a nucleon changes when probing different ranges of quark momentum. Projected along one dimension, GPDs reproduce the form factors; along another dimension they provide a momentum distribution. With enough information about the correlation between space and momentum distributions, one can construct a full "tomographic" image of the proton. The weighted integrals, or moments, of the GPDs contain information about the forces acting on the quarks bound inside the nucleon. These moments can now be computed using lattice QCD methods. Not only do they have an attractive physical interpretation, but they can also be compared directly to unambiguous predictions from the underlying theory. Higher-order QCD corrections for many observables sensitive to GPDs have now also been calculated, strengthening the theoretical underpinning for extraction of GPDs.
The simplest and cleanest experimental process that gives access to GPDs is Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (or DVCS), where a virtual photon of high 4-momentum Q 2 scatters off a nucleon producing a real photon on the final state (γ * p → γ p). Experimentally, DVCS occurs in the electroproduction of photons off the nucleon: ep → epγ, where there is a competing channel, the Bethe-Heitler (BH) process, where the photon of the final state is radiated by the electron and not the proton. The BH process is, however, calculable in Quantum Electrodynamics given our knowledge of the proton form factors.
Extracting GPDs from DVCS requires the fundamental demonstration that DVCS is well described by the leading twist mechanism at finite Q 2 . This leading twist mechanism consists on the scattering on a single quark (or gluon) inside the nucleon.
Current experimental situation
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Deep exclusive reactions at Jefferson Lab Hall A Carlos Munoz Camacho DVCS experiment ran in Hall A at JLab [9] . Helicity-correlated cross section of electroproduction of photons were measured with high statistical accuracy as a function of Q 2 ( Fig. 1 ). The combination of Compton form factors (CFF) extracted from these data ( Fig. 2 ) was found to be independent of Q 2 , within uncertainties. This exciting result strongly supports the twist-2 dominance of the imaginary part of the DVCS amplitude. GPDs can then be accessed experimentally at the kinematics of JLab.
A dedicated DVCS experiment on the neutron (E03-106) followed E00-110. Using a deuterium target, E03-106 provided the first measurements of DVCS on the neutron, particularly sensitive to the least known GPD E, and DVCS on the deuteron [10] . A first constraint on the orbital angular momentum of quarks inside the nucleon (Fig. 3) was obtained relying on the VGG model of GPDs [11] .
Future DVCS program with CEBAF at 6 GeV
A new experiment E07-007 was recently approved with the highest scientific rating (A) by the JLab Program Advisory Committee (PAC-31) and will run later this year. E07-007 will use the important lessons we learned in E00-110 to further test and explore the potential of DVCS to measure GPDs.
In E00-110 we managed to determine the photon electroproduction helicity-independent (unpolarized) cross section. This additional information was not in the initial goal of the E00-110 experiment, and we were only able to measure it at one single value of Q 2 = 2.3 GeV 2 ( Fig. 1) . We found that the total cross section was much larger than the BH contribution. The excess in the cross section is then coming from both the interference term (BH-DVCS) and the DVCS 2 contribution. These contributions contain different kinds of GPD combinations. The interference term is proportional to a linear combination of GPD integrals, whereas the DVCS 2 is related to a bilinear combination of GPD integrals.
The harmonic φ structure of the DVCS cross section does not allow the independent determination of the BH-DVCS interference and the DVCS 2 contributions.
Interference and DVCS 2 separation
E07-007 was approved to measure the photon electroproduction helicity-independent cross section as a function of Q 2 and at different incident beam energies. The different beam energy dependence of the DVCS 2 and BH·DVCS interference term complement the azimuthal analysis of the cross section in order to provide a complete separation of these two contribution.
Separation of the longitudinal π 0 electroproduction cross section
In addition to these fundamental measurements on DVCS, E07-007 will concurrently measure the π 0 electroproduction cross section for different beam energies. We successfully measured the π 0 electroproduction cross section in E00-110. However, since we only ran at one incident beam energy, the longitudinal and transverse separation of the cross section could not be done. E07-007 will allow the first separation of the longitudinal cross section, using the Rosenbluth technique. A factorization theorem holds for the longitudinal π 0 electroproduction cross section that relates it, at sufficiently large Q 2 , to a different flavor combination of GPDs. This channel is an essential
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E07-007 will test the Q 2 −dependence of the longitudinal cross section and check if the factorization is applicable at the Q 2 values currently accessible experimentally (around Q 2 ∼ 2 GeV 2 ). If this test turns out positive, very interesting and complementary information on GPDs will be available from this channel.
E08-025: Rosenbluth-like separation on the neutron
An equivalent DVCS program at 6 GeV using a deuterium target was approved earlier this year and will run concurrently with E07-007. It will allow to separate the interference and DVCS 2 terms on neutron observables. This will complement E07-007 on the proton.
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